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Experts from Associates with Accreditation Status to become ESEVT Visitors 

 

Objective 

Conditions for acceptance of applications received from people linked with accredited Associate 

VEEs to be included in the expert list and be part of visitation team as Expert. 

 

Principles 

Members of Associate VEEs which are accredited can apply to be an expert following the rules 

and process described in the ESEVT SOP and the ESEVT Expert Application and Acceptance 

Procedure. 

The selection of candidate Experts to be included in the expert list should be the same for all 

experts. 

If an Expert from outside the EU/Europe is part of a visitation team, the visited VEE should not 

bear the additional travel expenses of that Expert. 

 

Decision for validation 

 

- EAEVE considers applications of Experts coming from accredited Associate VEEs as all 

other applications. 

- If accepted as an Expert, he/she should follow the same rules as all new appointed Experts 

do (E-learning, first visit under supervision of an ESEVT Coordinator). 

- All other duties of Experts are to be followed. 

- Any time an Expert from outside the EU is included in the Expert list and proposed to be 

part of a visiting team, the Expert should accept to cover by themselves, and independently 

from the visited VEE, the cost for travelling from their country to Vienna. The visited VEE 

will only cover the travel costs from Vienna to the location of the VEE (i.e. ticket or amount 

of money) and all other expenses as for all Experts.  

 

Example: for an Expert from Japan appointed as a member of a visiting team to Valencia Spain, 

the visited VEE will have to cover the travel expense from Vienna to Valencia (flight, economic 

class) or, if easier, will reimburse the Expert with the equivalent amount of money for the flight 

Vienna to Valencia if he/or she has a better price for a flight Tokyo to Barcelona or Tokyo to 

Madrid for instance. All additional expenses linked to overseas flights (as additional hotel nights 

or meals) are not covered by the visited VEE. 


